From the first light of dawn until the sun sets at night, the savanna is alive with noise. A lion roars in the early morning, a young baboon shrieks at noon, and a young mouse squeals at dusk. What are the animals saying and why? Animals communicate in many ways; explore the thriving African savanna as its inhabitants “talk” to one another throughout the course of a day.

For Creative Minds

Whether loud and boisterous or quiet and squeaky, kids will have a ball testing their sounds with these great activities in the For Creative Minds section:

• Sound Waves
• Sound Experiments
• High Squeaks, Low Rumbles

For children excited to learn more, or for classroom activities, Arbordale has a printable comprehensive teaching guide available online!

Animal experts don’t fret; the information in this book has been checked and vetted by Stacy Graison, vice president of education at Zoo Atlanta.
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SHARPEN YOUR SENSES WITH THESE BOOKS

ONE WOLF HOWLS
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be a wolf? Spend a year in the world of wolves.

WANDERING WOOLLY
After being swept away from her herd, a mammoth calf struggles to survive.

HOME IN THE CAVE
Baby Bat and Pluribus Packrat explore their cave and meet eyeless and colorless animals.

ANIMAL EYES
We can tell a lot about an animal from its eyes: predator or prey, diurnal or nocturnal, and even its gender or age.